Increase Corporate Sponsorship with
Augmented Reality at your Next Event!

WE ARE YOUR AV
RESOURCE PARTNER
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Augmented Reality for Events
What is augmented reality?
Answer: Technology that superimposes a computer-generated image on a user's
view of the real world, thus providing a composite view. Augmented reality is the
integration of digital information with the user's environment in real time. Unlike virtual
reality, which creates a totally artificial environment, augmented reality uses the
existing environment and overlays new information on top of it.
With AR, the world is your backdrop for product and logo placement. Imagine
attendees walk into a hotel or conference center, download your app and see all the

products and sponsors immediately while walking to the registration desk!!!
Attendee, potential clients and business owners will see virtual products, company
information or company logos. No need to spend money on shipping in equipment
and teams of people to display one product when you can showcase multiple at
one time walking thru the halls of your next event. For some creative ideas, call us
today at 1.877.893.4062.
REPAV is more than just equipment rentals, we are your audiovisual resource
partner. REPAV is a ONE-STOP production house. Backed by AR Technology
Partner, REP AV is offering this cutting edge technology to our partners. We want to
be your production resource, not just another audiovisual company. We design and
utilize multiple technology services to create a one-of-a-kind package for our
partners. The right equipment, the right services for the right price.
Here are some of the services offered.

- Augmented Reality
- Stage Design and Fabrication
- CAD 2D Rigging Design
- CAD 3D Modeling
- Audio, Video, Lighting Equipment Rentals
- Audiovisual Production Management & Logistics
- Scenic Design and Fabrication
- Live Streaming
- Podcasting
- VRD (Virtual Reality Design)
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AUDIO
REPAV offers audio equipment rentals and
services for events. We have JBL PRX Line
Array, JBL powered speakers, QSC powered
speakers, powered sub woofers and digital
consoles.

CAD & 3D MODELING
REPAV offers 2D and 3D CAD for stage
design and rigging plot layout. It is essential
to have a plan for your event and we
understand the importance of a well
executed plan.

COMPUTERS
REPAV offers computer rentals! We will
setup, test and strike computer classrooms
or computer training rooms. We provide the
equipment and you provide the training!

LIVE STREAMING &
VIDEO RECORDING
REP AV offers live streaming and video
recording services. Whether it's video on
demand, live streaming or recording a general sensor or concert, REPAV
has the equipment to help.

STAGE FABRICATION
SERVICE
REP AV offers woodworking and aluminum
fabrication and design. Let us help you design your next stage or backdrop
and we will fabricate it for you.

VIDEO & VIDEO MAPPING
REPAV offers video equipment rentals for
your upcoming event. We have Barco,

Roland, Epson, JVC, BlackMagic. Video
mapping, video blending or simple PPT with
IMAG, we got the equipment and experience
to help.

